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• **Education:**


• **Current Position:**

  Assistant Professor. Department of International Economics. Universidad de Granada. Spain.

• **Past Positions:**


• **Research Interests:**

  Energy and Environmental Economics
  Fiscal Policies
  Regional Economics
  Interindustry Models, Input-Output Analysis
  Applied General Equilibrium Methods
  Computational Economics.

• **Research Experience:**

  ○ **Publications**


  ○ **Books**
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Contributions to Books:


Courses (lectured):


Research Projects:


Contributions to Foreign Research Projects:
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Work in Progress:

Research Visits:
   Invited by: Prof. Bart Los.
   Invited by: Prof. Ferran Sancho.
   Invited by: Prof. Michael Lahr.
   Invited by: Prof. Peter McGregor.

Invited Seminars:
1-2013. Department of Economics. Universitat de Barcelona.
   Invited by: Prof. Antonio Manresa.
   Invited by: Prof. Michael Lahr.
   Invited by: Prof. María Llop-Llop.
   Invited by: Prof. Manuel-Alejandro Cardenete.
   Invited by: Prof. Runar Brännlund.
   Invited by: Prof. Peter McGregor.

Contributions to National and International Conferences (Selected):
1-Guerra, A-I. 2013. 'A Proposal to Combine Classical and Hypothetical Extraction I-O Methods to Identify key sectors in the Production and Distribution of Electricity'.
   Held in: Universitat Rovira i Virgili.
2-Guerra, A-I; Sancho, F. 2013. "An Inter-temporal Price Model with Extractions".
   Held in: Prague. Cheque Republic.


Honors and Awards:


Other Research Activities:


Teaching Experience:

Main Teaching Interests:
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○Teaching Experience (Selected):


2-Universidad Pablo de Olavide. Seville. Spain.
World Economics, Spanish Economy Structure, Environmental Economics.

Statistics I.

4-Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona. Barcelona. Spain.

○Teaching Projects (Educational Innovation):

Principal Researcher: Prof. Ana Isabel Moro.
Financed by: Vicerectorate for Academic Affairs and Educational Innovation. University of Granada.
Institution: Faculty of Economics and Business Administration. University of Granada.

○Publications (related to Educational Innovation):


○Books (Teaching Manuals):